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Abstract

This study examined the number of significant factors
in the Hackman and Oldham (1980)
The original factors were:

job characteristics model.

Skill Variety, Task

Significance, Task Identity, Autonomy, and Feedback.

Scores

on these dimensions for 84 employees of the University of
Central Florida (21 supervisory and 63 non-supervisory
subjects) were used as the basis for this study through a
mail administration of the Hackman and Oldham Job Diagnostic
Survey (JDS) and their Job Rating Form (JRF).
hypothesized that:

It was

(a) only four significant job dimensions
/

would emerge from factor analysis of the data;

(b) that the

motivating potential ratings from job incumbents would be
significantly different from those provided by supervisors;
and (c) that these motivating potential scores would be
significantly lower than the norm for the job families into
which those positions fell.

The data failed to lend support

to any of the preceeding hypotheses.

First, only one

significant factor (Skill Variety) was extracted from the
non-supervisory data while two factors (Skill Variety and
Task Identity) were extracted from the supervisory data.

Second, incumbents' ratings were not significantly different
from those of their ·supervisors and third, the motivating
potential scores_ o.f - incumbents were found to be higher than
the norm for most of the job families sampled in the study.
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of increasing employee motivation and job
satisfaction has received widespread attention from
industrial psychologists.

Some have chosen to deal with the

problem from the point-of-view of altering workers'
attitudes, while others have found it more effective to
alter the environmental characteristics with which workers
interact (Buchanan, 1979).

Those approaches which have

dealt with the altering of environmental factors have been
termed job design or job redesign strategies.

Hackman and

Oldham (1980) defined job design as any activity that
involves the alteration of specific jobs with the intent of
increasing employee motivation, quality of work, and
on-the-job productivity.
Jones (1955) said that motivation is how behavior gets
started, is energized, is sustained, is directed, is
stopped, and what kind of subjective reaction is present in
the organism while all this is going on.

According to

Campbell and Pritchard (1976) motivation has to do with a
set of independent/dependent variable relationships that
explain the direction, amplitude, and persistence of an
individual's behavior, holding constant the effects of
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aptitude, skill, understanding of the task, and constraints
operating in the .. environrnent.

The bottom line in all

definitions of motivation is that it is a process concerned
with:

(a) what energizes human behavior;

(b) what directs or

channels such behavior; and (c) how this behavior is
maintained or sustained (Steers and Porter, 1983).
Most psychological theories of motivation are grounded
in the early principle of hedonism which states that
individuals tend to seek pleasure and avoid pain.

However,

beginning at the end of the nineteenth century, attempts
were first made to empirically define relationships among
specific variables which might then be used to predict
motivation (Steers and Porter, 1983).

It was this movement

which lead to the emergence of three ' specific schools of
/

thought about the nature of human motivation.

The three

dominant theories are:

(b)

(a) instinct theories;

reinforcement theories; and (c) cognitive theories.
Instinct theorists like William James, Sigmund Freud,
and William McDougall showed that unconscious aspects of
motivation should play an integral role in attempts to
understand motivation.

McDougall (1908) defined an instinct

as an inherited or inate psychophysical disposition which
directs its possessor to perceive, or pay attention to,
objects of a certain class, and to experience an emotional
excitement of a particular type.

James and McDougall
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believed that individuals all have instincts (such as love,
fear, curiosity, -et~.) in varying degrees and, therefore,
have an automatic predisposition to behave in certain ways.
Freud (1915) however, was the first psychologist to
specifically propose the existence of unconscious
motivation.

The major factor in human motivation was seen

by him as resulting from forces unknown to the individual.
Drive (or reinforcement) theories of motivation are
based on the notion that decisions concerning present
behavior are based upon the consequences of rewards of past
actions.

When positive consequences result it is more

likely that behavior will be repeated.

On the other hand,

individuals avoid repeating actions which lead to negative
consequences.

Hull (1943) presented the first formal and

empirical statement of drive theory.

Drive was defined in

that work as an energizing influence which determined the
intensity of behavior and which was linearly related to
level of deprivation.

Modern reinforcement theories, such

as postulated by Skinner (1953) emphasize the consequences
of behavior.

These theories ignore the inner state of the

individual and concentrate solely on what happens to the
individual as action is initiated.

As Hammer and Hammer

illustrated in a study published in 1976, reinforcement
theories of motivation have been widely and successfully
applied to organizations across the United States using
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positive reinforcement contingencies.
behavior are of fou~· basic types:

Contingencies of work

positive reinforcement,

avoidance learning, extinction, and punishment (Rachlin,
1970).

A positive reinforcer is a stimulus which

strengthens the probability of a response.

Avoidance

learning occurs when the presence of a behavior can prevent
the onset of a noxious stimulus (Michael and Meyerson,
1962).

The decline in response rate as a result of

non-rewarded repetition of a task is called extinction.

A

second method of reducing the frequency of an undesired
behavior is punishment which is the presentation of an
aversive consequence, contingent upon a response, or
removing a positive consequence contingent upon a response.
Positive reinforcement strategies are those most commonly
/

used in job settings, as Hammer and Hammer (1976) reported.
Cognitive theories of motivation ass1rne that
individuals engage in some form of conscious behavior on the
job.

People are seen as reasoning, thinking individuals who

consider the consequences of their actions.

Expectancy/

valence cognitive theories of motivation (Vroom, 1964) state
that motivation is a combined function of the individual's
perception that effort will lead to performance and of the
perceived desirability of outcomes that may result from
performance.

Vroom asserted that job performance is a

function of ability and motivation.
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Goal-setting cognitive theories of motivation have been
most conscientiously defended by Locke (1976), who
identifies two cognitive determinants of behavior -- values
and intentions.

Values, according to Brauden (1966), are

that which one regards as conducive to one's welfare.
Intentions are synonymous with goals.

.

Goal-setting

cognitive theories of motivation have also been widely
applied in organizational settings in the United States.
Comprehensive theories of motivation in the workplace
address three important sets of variables;

(a) individual

characteristics, such as interests, attitudes, and needs;
(b)

job-related characteristics such as types of intrinsic

rewards, degree of autonomy, and performance feedback; and
(c) environmental characteristics such as organizational
actions and social characteristics (Porter and Miles, 1974).
Job-related characteristics have been the variable
which most psychologists have chosen to manipulate in their
job design efforts.

Early managerial approaches to job

design (as previously defined) , focused on attempts to
simplify an employee's required tasks in order to increase
production efficiency.

This model is best characterized by

the work of Frederick W. Taylor (1911) of the scientific
management school.
that people:

His model was based on the assumptions

(a) find work to be inherently distasteful;

(b) believe that what they do is less important than what
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they earn for doing it; and (c) do not want, or cannot
handle, work which ·requires creativity, self-direction, or
self-control.

The expectations of that model were that

people can tolerate work if the pay is decent and the boss
is fair and, if tasks are simple enough and people are
closely controlled.
The human relations movement was characterized by the
work of Mayo (1933, 1945) and Rothlisberger and Dickson
(1939) who argued that it was necessary to consider the
"whole person" on the job.

They laid the foundation for the

developme?t of the human relations model which assumed that
people want to feel useful and important; that people desire
to belong and to be recognized as individuals; and that
these needs are more important than money in motivating
people to work (Steers and Porter, 1983).
of their model were that:

The expectations

(a) sharing information with

subordinates and involving them in routine decisions will
satisfy their basic needs to belong and to feel important;
(b) satisfying these needs will improve morale and reduce
resistance to formal authority; and (c) the presence of the
two preceding factors will increase employee motivation.
In the 1960s, the human resources movement became
dominant.
models.

Its proponents had various titles for their
Typical of this period were McGregor's Theory Y

(1960); Likert's System Four (1967); Schein's Complex Man
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(1972); and Miles' Human Resources Model (1965).

These

models all share -the- assumptions that work is not inherently
distasteful and that most people .can exercise more creative
self-direction than their present jobs demand.

These

researchers believe (a) that expanding subordinate
influence, self-direction, and self-control, will lead to
direct improvements in operating efficiency and (b) that
work satisfaction may improve as a by-product of
self-direction and self-control.

The human resources

movement was the birthplace of modern job design techniques.
Hackman and Lee (1979) indicated that there are four
current theoretical approaches to job design.

The first is

activation theory which specifies that a person's level of
arousal (motivation) decreases when sensory input is
repetitious.

Activation theory (Scott, 1960) focuses on the

biological processes involved in worker motivation.
Activation, defined as the degree of excitation of the
brain-stem reticular formation, has been found in laboratory
experiments to have a curvilinear relationship to
performance.

Research has indicated that performance

suffers at very low or very high levels of activation.
Therefore, jobs may be · modified to produce moderate levels
of activation with a resulting increasing in performance.
Motivation-hygiene theory, as proposed by Herzberg, Mausner,
and Snyderman (1959), postulates that factors intrinsic to
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work itself determine how satisfied workers will be with
their jobs.

According to Herzberg et al., a job will be

satisfying to workers only if motivators are built into it.
Herzberg differentiated between job enlargement and job
enrichment strategies.

Job enlargement refers to a

horizontal expansion of an employee's job, giving the job
more of the same kinds of activities but not altering the
skills necessary to perform the job.

Job enrichment refers

to a vertical expansion of a job, requiring an increase or
change in required job skills (Paul et al., 1969).

The

third theoretical approach to job design which has been
frequently utilized is sociotechnical systems theory, which
emphasizes the need to design work systems in which the
social and technical aspects of the work are integrated.
Trist and Davis (1963) suggest that it is necessary to
consider the psychological requirements of tasks in order to
make them more motivating.

These principles include the

need for a job to provide:

(a) reasonably demanding

content;

(b) an opportunity to learn;

(c) some degree of

autonomy or discretion in decisions affecting one's job;
(d) social support and recognition; and (e) a feeling that
one's job leads to a desirable future.

The last theory of

job design which has been widely tested is the job
characteristics model.

This theory proposes that individual

differences in the desire for personal growth and
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development determine individual job performance, and
thereby, levels of -mo·t ivation and satisfaction (Hackman and
Oldham, 1980).
Hackman, Oldham, Jason, and Purdy (1974) postulated, in
work preceding the formal statement of the job
characteristics model, that internal motivation and
ultimately employee satisfaction, will occur when persons:
(a) have knowledge of the results of their work;

(b) believe

they are personally accountable for the outcomes of their
efforts; and (c) perceive their work as being worthwhile,
according .to their own value systems.

The presence of these

three psychological states, Hackman et al. believed, was a
prerequisite for the development of internal motivation.
The more these three conditions are present, the more people
will feel good about themselves when they perform well.
These researchers went further in their work by
identifying five core characteristics of jobs which are
likely to elicit the three psychological states previously
mentioned.
variety

These five core characteristics are:

(a) skill

the degree to which a job requires the worker to

perform activities that challenge his/her skills and
abilities;

(b) task identity -- the degree to which the job

requires completion of a whole and identifiable piece of
work;

(c) task significance -- the degree to which the job
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has a substantial and perceivable impact on the lives of
other people, whether in the immediate organization or the
world at large;

(d) autonomy -- the degree to which a job

gives the worker freedom, independence, and discretion in
scheduling work and determining how it should be done; and
(e)

feedback -- the degree to which a worker, in carrying

out work activities, gets information about the
effectiveness of his/her efforts.

Combining scores of a job

on these five dimensions provides a single index reflecting
the overall potential of a job to prompt self-generated work
motivatio~

in job incumbents.

Scores on the five dimensions

are combined as follows:
Motivating Potential Scores (MPS) were derived by
adding each subjects' score on the Skill Variety, Task
Identity, and Task Significance dimensions.

The score so

derived was then multiplied by the Autonomy score.

Then,

the score obtained from the preceeding step was multiplied
by the Feedback score.

The final score was then divided by

three.
The five core dimensions are directly tied to a set of
principles for redesigning jobs (Hackman et al., 1975).
These principles specify what types of changes in jobs are
most likely to lead to improvements in each of the five core
job dimensions, and ultimately, to an increase in the
motivating potential of a job.
concepts are:

The five implementing

(a) forming natural work units;

(b)
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combining tasks;

(c) establishing client relationships;

(d)

vertical loading;-· -and (e) opening feedback channels.
Forming natural work units refers to distributing work
in a logical way in order to increase job-holder motivation.
The principle underlying natural units of work is
"ownership" -- a worker's sense of continuing responsibility
for an identifiable body of work.

Identifying basic tasks

and grouping the items in natural categories are the two
steps involved in creating natural work units.

The second

implementing concept, that of combining tasks, suggests that
whenever possible, existing fractionalized tasks should be
put together to form larger modules of work.
Establishing client relationships is a three-step
process involving the identification of the client,
establishing direct contact between the worker and the
client, and establishing criteria by which the client can
judge the quality of the product or service he/she receives.
The implementing concept of vertical loading is aimed at
closing the gap between the doing and the controlling parts
of the job.

The vertically loaded job has responsibilities

and controls that were formerly reserved for higher levels
of management, including discretion in setting schedules,
deciding on work methods, checking on quality, and helping
less experienced workers.

Opening feedback channels should

be aimed at allowing the worker to learn about his/her
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performance directly as the job is being done, rather than
from management on- ·an occasional basis.
Hackman and Oldham (1975) have also provided a
technology for use in the diagnosis of jobs prior to their
redesign and for use in research aimed at measuring the
effects of redesigned jobs on the incumbents.

The

technology is comprised of two measurement scales.

The Job

Diagnostic Survey (JDS) is an eight-section self-report
questionnaire which is used to solicit the cognitions of the
job incumbent along the five job dimensions.

In addition,

it also provides supplementary measures of respondents'
reactions to their work.

The JDS provides data on:

(a) the

overall level of motivation and satisfaction of employees on
the focal job;

(b) the overall motivating potential of
,•

existing jobs, and how specific actions of the job
contribute to the obtained motivating potential score; and
(c) the "readiness" of employees for change.
The JDS has been found to demonstrate internal
consistency reliabilities ranging from a high of .88

(growth

need strength) to a low of .56 (social satisfaction),
according to

HacY~an

and Oldham (1974).

The authors also

reported that the variables measured by the JDS relate to
one another (and to external criterion variables) generally
as predicted by the theory on which the instrument is based.
The cognitions of supervisors regarding the focal job are
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assessed by means of the Job Rating Form (JRF) , which is
similar to the Jos - except that none of the scales measuring
affective reactions to the job or work are included.

The

JRF permits direct quantitative comparisons to be made
between assessments made of job characteristics by the
people who do the job, by their supervisors, and by outside
observers.
The job characteristics model, despite its widespread
use, has been criticized in some areas.

One of these

points of contention is whether the task significance
dimension . accounts for enough variance to be considered a
separate dimension.

In the original formulations of the

model, there was no task significance dimension (Birnham et
al., 1986) but it was eventually included in subsequent
publications (Hackman and Oldham, 1980).
'

However, some

researchers, including Stone and Porter (1975, 1979), have
successfully excluded this dimension from their work.
Birnham, Farh, and Wong (1986) were the most recent
researchers to have explored the application of the
four-trait versus the five-trait model to research data
provided from administration of the JDS and JRF.

They

determined that:
A confirmatory factor analysis of the
five-trait, two-method (JDS and JRF) model
resulted in an improper solution, indicated
by negative error variance estimates for two
of the ten measures.
The negative error
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variances gave a strong indication that the
model may not fit the data . . . Further data
analysis - focused on the four-trait,
two-method model . . . confirmatory factor
analysis of the four-trait, two-method model
resulted in a chi-square value of 7.49 with
six degrees of freedom (p .28) . . . This
finding coupled with the insignificant
chi-square test of the overall goodness of
fit suggests that the model represents a
reasonable fit for the data.
They found that when they excluded the task
significance dimension, they were able to observe a better
fit between their data on the multitrait/multimethod (two
methods -- JDS and JRF; multi-trait= Hackman and Oldham's,
1975, 1976, 1980, core job dimensions) model.

Their

research was conducted in Hong Kong and therefore the
results cannot be readily generalized to situations in the
United States.
Another issue regarding this job characteristics model
which has been often debated by researchers (Birnbaum et
al., 1986), is its failure to distinguish objective job
characteristics from job incumbents' cognitions about these
characteristics.

Birnbaum et al.

(1986) attempted to solve

this problem by more clearly identifying the relationship
between the cognitions of incumbents versus the cognitions
of those who supervise those focal jobs.

Using a

multi-trait/multi-method approach, they found that
supervisory ratings of job characteristics had more trait
variance and less method variance than the ratings provided
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by job incumbents.
asked to rate a

They interpreted this to mean that, when

set -·~f

characteristics, supervisors were

able to distinguish these dimensions more objectively than
do the job incumbents.
The current research sought to replicate the portions
of the Birnbaum et al. study which related to:

(a) the

discrete factors which the Hackman and Oldham scales
measure; and (b) a comparison of the relative accuracy of
the JDS versus the JRF for measuring the motivating
potential of jobs.

Hypothesis 1

It was hypothesized that only four traits

from the existing Hackman and Oldham model would be found to
be significant as determined by factor analytic techniques.
It was anticipated that the task significance trait would be
found to overlap with at least one other variable such that
it contributed no unique variance to the model.

Hypothesis 2 -- It was hypothesized that there would be a
significant difference between supervisory and
non-supervisory subjects on their assessments of all jobs
across all job dimensions.

A

pattern would be observed from

analysis such that the mean difference between specific
variables for the two groups would be significantly
different.
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Hypothesis 3 -- Hackman and Oldham (1980) provided a listing
of normative MPS

scor~s

for nine job groups.

The positions

reviewed in this study fall into four of these job families.
It is therefore hypothesized that JDS MPS scores for each
job family in the current study would be significantly lower
than those provided in the normative data based on the
researcher's knowledge of the job climate in the
organization in which the research was being conducted.

METHOD

Subjects

Subjects for the study were all non-instructional,
full-time employees at the University of Central Florida.
total of 84 subjects participated in the study.

A

Of those,

twenty-one (32%) were supervisors and the remaining
sixty-three (68%) were non-supervisory subjects.
majority of all respondents were males.

The

Specifically,

thirty-four (54%) of the JDS respondents and n=11 (52%) of
the JRF respondents were male.

Most study participants n=58

(92%) of the JDS respondents and n=19 _, (90%) of the JRF
respondents were Caucasian.

In the case of the JDS

respondents, the remaining five subjects were Hispanic,
while the remaining two JRF respondents were Black.

The

modal age range of the JDS respondents was approximately ten
years below that of the JRF respondents.

Specifically, 31

(49%) of the JDS respondents were aged between 30 and 39
years.

By contrast, the modal age range of the JRF

respondents was 40 to 49 years.
Supervisory subjects (those who completed the JRF) were
selected from the population (n=31) of all classes which
17
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included the words "supervisor" or "superintendent" in their
official job titles. - - In the State University System of
Florida (of which the University of Central Florida is a
part), supervisory class titles are designated only for
positions which supervise three or more persons in the same
job class.

For example, Computer Programmer/Analyst

Supervisors supervise only Programmer/Analysts.

Persons who

were working in such supervisory positions were identified
by consulting a master schedule in the University Personnel
Services office.

This roster identified employees by job

class and by name.
Each supervisor so identified was assigned a code and
all positions which that person supervised were assigned a
code which was a subset of the supervisor's code.

For

example, the number "3" might be assigned to the supervisor
and its three subordinate positions might be assigned as
codes "3-01, 3-02, and 3-03."

These codes were written into

the JDS and JRF forms in the upper right-hand corner of the
cover page.

This coding system facilitated comparisons

between supervisor and subordinate ratings of the motivating
potential of their jobs and also was an aid to anonymity and
confidentiality.
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Procedure

During the week of May 18 to May 22, 1987, a large
manila envelope was mailed to each prospective supervisory
subject through the UCF internal mail system.

Each envelope

contained one copy of the JRF (which the supervisors were
asked to complete) and three copies of the JDS which the
supervisor was asked to distribute to three of his/her
subordinate positions.

A written statement of the goals of

the study (see Appendix A) and instructions for completing
the questionnaires were also included for each subject.
Confidentiality was facilitated by asking both the JDS
and the JRF respondents to mail their completed
questionnaires directly to the researcher in sealed
envelopes.

A written guarantee of confidentiality and

anonymity was also included.

Additionally, subjects were

given the opportunity to decline participation and to
request the study results by indicating their desire in a
space provided on the "Statement of Purpose" form.

Only ten

percent (n=8) of the subjects made this request.
Twenty-one (68%) of the 31 supervisors who were asked
to participate did so.

Seven declined participation, while

the completed questionnaires for three had to be thrown out
because they were incorrectly completed.
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The initial return rate for the questionnaires was
approximately

thirzy~ercent

for the JRF respondents and

forty-two percent for the JDS respondents.

During the week

of May 25 to 29, 1987, a telephone follow-up was conducted
by the researcher in which all 31 prospective supervisory
participants were called.

The researcher reminded them of

the goal of the study, thanked them for their assistance,
and reminded them to return their completed questionnaires
as soon as possible.

They were also asked to remind their

subordinates to do the same.

The final cut-off date for

acceptance of completed questionnaires was then set at June
5, 1987.

This follow-up increased the return rate to

approximately seventy-seven percent for both groups.

Apparatus

The Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS}
The JDS is described below and is attached in Appendix
B.

The JDS was developed by Hackman and Oldham in 1974 and

is used to assess the motivating potential of jobs, as
measured by the job incumbent.

The questionnaire is divided

into eight sections, each with a varying number of items.
The total number of items in the JDS is eighty-seven.

In

Section One, each of the job dimensions is measured by a
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single question.

In addition, measures are obtained for

"Feedback from Agents-'' and "Dealing with Others."
Respondents circle the number which corresponds with their
assessment of the amount of the particular job dimension
which is present in their jobs.

In Section Two, fourteen

items solicit responses on each of the seven dimensions
mentioned above.

There are, therefore, two questions which

refer to each of the job dimensions.
phrased in negative terms.

One question is

Respondents are asked to

indicate how accurate or inaccurate the statements are that
are listed in each item by writing a number (from one to
seven) in the blank beside each statement.

In sections

Three and Five, respondents indicate how they feel about
their jobs in terms of its meaningfulness and the
responsibility which they experience for the work outcomes.
In Section Three, which is comprised of fifteen items, a
seven-point scale is used to identify how respondents
personally feel about their jobs.

A seven-point scale is

also used in Section Five where persons are asked to assess
how other persons who perform the same job feel about the
job.

Section Four measures the degree of satisfaction which

the respondent feels about specific aspects of the job.

The

growth need strength of the respondent is measured in
sections Six and Seven.

In Section Six, respondents are

asked to indicate "the degree to which (they) would like to
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have each characteristic present in (their)
eleven i terns refer··

t-o

jobs."

The

generally desirable aspects of the

workplace and a seven-point scale is used which ranges from
"would like having this only a moderate amount" to "would
like having this extremely much."

Section Seven measured

growth need strength by asking respondents to indicate their
relative preferences for pairs of hypothetical jobs.

Using

a five-point scale, respondents circle the number which best
represents their preferences between two jobs.

Section

Eight solicits brief biographical data including the sex,
age, education, race, and job of the respondent.

The Job Rating Form (JRF)
The JRF is designed to obtain assessments of job
dimensions by supervisors or other persons who do not
actually perform the job.

The JRF is identical to sections

One and Two of the JDS except for the instructions.
The JRF is comprised of seven items in Section One and
fourteen items in Section Two.

These twenty-one items

elicit objective descriptions of the job characteristics.
Section Three solicits biographical information on age, sex,
race, number of persons supervised, job title, and length of
time in present job.
The JRF is reproduced in Appendix C.
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Statistical Treatment of the Data

Data from the completed questionnaires were coded and
entered to a data disk for analysis by the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) .

Hypothesis One

The first step in the factor analysis process was the
computation of the correlation matrix.

Correlation analyses

were conducted using Pearson product-moment correlation
techniques.

Thes~

analyses were conducted first on all

.subjects together and then the data were separated according
to whether the subject was a supervisor or a subordinate.
These two separate groups of data were then subjected to
correlational analyses.

Next, the initial factors making up

the model were extracted and, finally, the data were rotated
to identify the terminal factors.

Computation of the Correlation Matrix

The linear relationship between each of the five
variables (job dimensions) was measured by means of the
Pearson Correlation coefficient.

The analysis was of the
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R-type which is based on correlations between variables as
opposed to units.

··According to Gorsuch (1974):

Whether (the) Q-technique (between each pair
of individuals) or R-technique should be used
depends upon where the theoretical interest
lies. If the concern is with the similarity
of variables, then the R-technique is
appropriate.
If the concern is with
developing a typology, then the Q-technique
will need to be explored.
Extraction of the Initial Factors

Principle-components analysis in which new variables
are defined as exact mathematical transformations of the
original data was used in this step.

This technique,

according to Jae-On-Kim (1978), simply transforms a given
set of variables into a new set of composite variables
(principle components) which are uncorrelated (orthogonal)
to each other.

The principle factors are extracted from the

correlation matrix with unities as diagonal elements.
According to Jae-On-Kim (1978), "the best linear combination
of variables .

.

. is identified in terms that the

particular combination of variables would account for more
of the variance in the data as a whole than would any other
linear combination of variables."

The first

principle-c~mponent therefore, may be viewed as the single

best summary of the linear relationships exhibited in the
data.

The second component is defined as the second best
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linear combination of variables, under the condition that
the second

component- ~s

orthogonal to the first.

To be

orthogonal to the first component, the second one must
account for the proportion of the variance not accounted for
by the first one.

Subsequent components are defined

similarly until all the variance in the data is exhausted.
In addition to the orthogonal rotation, initial factors
were also analyzed using oblique rotation.

In oblique

rotation, the orthogonality requirement is relaxed.
Instead, the initial axes rotate freely to best summarize
any clustering of variables.
hypothesized factors

In both cases, the number of

(4) was predesignated for the analysis.

In addition, another factor analysis was conducted in which
the five initial factors were used as the rotation
/

criterion.

The final extraction analysis was conducted with

no quantative criterion.

Rotation of Factors into Terminal Factors

There are many statistically equivalent ways to define
the underlying dimensions of the same set of data.

For the

purposes of this study, both orthogonal and oblique
rotational methods were selected in order to simplify the
factor structure (Jae-On-Kim, 1975).

The goal of orthogonal

rotation is to make as many values as possible in each row
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of the factor matrix close to zero while also making as many
values as possible -·1n - each column of the factor matrix close
to zero.

The orthogonal methods selected for this purpose

were quartimax and varimax rotation.

Varimax rotation,

according to Gorsuch (1974), focuses on simplifying the
columns of a factor matrix.

Varimax rotation techniques

were introduced by Kaiser (1958) as a means to simplify a
factor rather than a particular variable.
Quartimax rotation is designed with the goal of making
the complexity of a variable a minimum.

Quartimax rotates

the initial factors in such a way that a variable loads high
on one factor but almost zero on all others.

Hypothesis Two

Pearson Product-moment correlation techniques were used
to identify the degree of linear relationships between a
combination of all scores on the JDS versus all scores on
the JRF.

In addition, the relationships between subordinate

and supervisory subjects were assessed according to job
family.

After calculating the correlations for this data,

F-tests of significance were performed.
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Hypothesis Three

Scores for JDS respondents for each job were combined
and a mean of these scores was derived.

Jobs were then

assigned to one of the nine Hackman and Oldham job families.
The normative MPS data for these job families were obtained
from the Hackman and Oldham chart (see Appendix D).

Mean

MPS scores from the current study were expressed as a
percentage of the norm MPS score to provide an estimate of
the degree to which these scores were reflective of the
norm data.

The resulting data were subjected to the

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test.

RESULTS

The data obtained from administration of the JDS and
JRF were coded and entered into a data file for analysis by
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
Each record was coded along nine variables:

skill variety,

task identity, task significance, autonomy, feedback,
motivating potential score, sex, age, and status as either a
supervisory or a non-supervisory subject.

Descriptive Results

The JDS and JRF questionnaires were scored utilizing
directions provided by Hackman and Oldham.

From the

biographical data section age, sex, and ethnic background
were derived for all eighty-four subjects.

The mean and

standard deviation for these three demographic variables and
for the five job dimensions are provided in Table 1.

Tables

2 and 3 provide means and standard deviations for all
variables when subjects are separated according to
supervisory status.
To determine if there were any significant differences
in MPS due to status as a supervisor or as a subordinate, an
28
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TABLE 1
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
ALL VARIABLES (N = 84)
VARIABLE

MEANS

S.D.

SKILL VARIETY

4.851

.864

TASK IDENTITY

5.037

1.141

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

5.269

1.107

AUTONOMY

4.986

.905

FEEDBACK

4.915

.905

129.106

49.102

MPS

Note:

MPS

=

Motivating Potential Score
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TABLE 2
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS (N = 21)
VARIABLE

MEANS

S.D.

SKILL VARIETY

4.885

.792

TASK IDENTITY

4.938

1.386

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

5.181

1.236

AUTONOMY

4.662

.947

FEEDBACK

4.980

.933

124.752

MPS

Note:

MPS

=

Motivating Potential Score

52.06
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TABLE 3
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS (N = 63)
VARIABLE

MEANS

S.D.

SKILL VARIETY

4.840

.892

TASK IDENTITY

5.070

1.057

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

5.298

1.070

AUTONOMY

5.098

.872

FEEDBACK

4.893

.902

130.557

48.424

MPS

Note:

MPS

=

Motivating Potential Score
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F-test was run on the mean variable ratings for one group
versus the other across job families.

The mean MPS for

supervisory subjects is X=124.75 and the MPS standard
deviation is equal to 52.06.

The mean MPS and MPS standard

deviation for non-supervisory subjects are 130.56 and
48.42, respectively.
(F=l.l6, p=.64).

This difference is not significant

There was no significant difference

between supervisor and incumbent ratings of jobs on MPS.
To determine if there was any significant relationship
(overlap) between any of the five original job dimensions
(and MPS),

~earson's

correlation coefficients were derived

for three sets of data:
in Table 4;

(a) all subjects (n=84), as shown

(b) supervisory subjects (n=21), as shown in

Table 5; and (c) non-supervisory subjects, as shown in Table
6 ( n=6 3) .
This output suggested that for all subjects, some
variables were moderately related to each other
statistically.

However, the degree of practical

relationship is small as demonstrated by the alpha criterion
of less than .05.

The relationship between the skill

variety and the task identity dimensions (r=.48) was the
highest correlation coefficient observed in this matrix.
For the supervisory subjects, a moderate degree of overlap
was observed between four pairs of variables: autonomy and
task identity (r=-.58); task identity and feedback (r=.67);

TABLE 4
INTERCORRELATION FOR FIVE
JOB DIMENSIONS (ALL SUBJECTS)

SKILL
VARIETY
SKILL VARIETY

1.00
(
84)
p = .00

TASK IDENTITY

.48*
8 4)
p = .00
(

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

.43*
84)
p = .00

TASK
IDENTITY

FEEDBACK

*

p

AUTONOMY

FEEDBACK

1.00
(
84)
p = .00

(

AUTONOMY

TASK
SIGNIFICANCE

(
··P

.09
84)
= . 42

1.00
(
84)
p = .00

(

.30*
84)
p = .01

(

.39*
84)
p = .00

(

.30*
84)
p = .01

1.00
84)
p = .00

.28*
(
84)
p = .01

.44*
(
84)
p = .00

.20*
84)
p = .07

.46
84)
p = .00

(

(

(

1.00
(
84)
p = .00

= less than .05
w
w

TABLE 5
INTERCORRELATION FOR FIVE
JOB DIMENSIONS (SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS)

SKILL
VARIETY
SKILL VAREITY

1.00
(
21)
p = .00

TASK IDENTITY

TASK
IDENTITY

TASK
SIGNIFICANCE

AUTONOMY

(

.24
21)
p = .30

1.00
(
21)
p = .00

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

.28
(
21)
p = .22

-.39
(
21)
p = .09

1.00
(
21)
p = .00

AUTONOMY

(

.23
21)
p = .33

(

.58*
21)
p = .01

-.06
(
21)
p = .78

1.00
21)
p = .01

.48*
21)
p = .03

.67*
21)
p = .00

-.05
(
21)
p = .82

.60*
21)
p = .00

FEEDBACK

(

*

p

(

FEEDBACK

(

(

1.00
21)
p = .00
(

= less than .05
w
~

TABLE 6
INTERCORRELATION FOR FIVE
JOB DIMENSIONS (NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS)

SKILL
VARIETY
SKILL VAREITY

1.00
(
63)
p = .00

TASK IDENTITY

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

TASK
IDENTITY

(

.58*
63)
p = .00

1.00
(
63)
p = .00

.49*
63)
p = .00

FEEDBACK

.32*
63)
p = .01

1.00
(
21)
p = .00

(

.33*
63)
p = .01

(

.30*
63)
p = .02

(

.44*
63)
p = .00

1.00
63)
p = .00

.22*
63)
p = .01

.35*
63)
p = .01

.30*
63)
p = .02

.44*
63)
p = .00

(

*

p

AUTONOMY

(

(

AUTONOMY

TASK
SIGNIFICANCE

'•

(

(

FEEDBACK

(

(

1.00
63)
p = .00
(

= less than .05
w
lJl
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between skill variety and feedback (r=.48), and autonomy and
feedback (r=.60). - wh~n the correlation matrix for the
non-supervisory subjects was examined, only a moderate
degree of relationship among any of the variables was
observed.

The highest correlation observed in this matrix

was that of the relationship between skill variety and task
identity (r=.58).

This output suggested that there was hope

that with seemingly independent (orthogonal) variables, most
of the variables would be extracted as principal factors in
subsequent analyses.

Inferential Results

Hypothesis One

This hypothesis states that a pattern would emerge from
factor analysis such that the number of significant traits
(job dimensions) which would be extracted would be equal to
four.

For the first analysis which was conducted, data for

all subjects on the five job dimensions were examined.
Using principal-components analysis initial factor loading
were ordered by magnitude of eigenvalues.

A significance

criterion or eigen less than or equal to 1.00 was preset.
Table 7 summarizes the output.

This table suggests that the

skill variety dimension accounts for almost half the
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TABLE 7
INITIAL EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGES
OF VARIANCE FOR ALL SUBJECTS (N = 84)

VARIABLE

FACTOR

EIGENVALUES

PCT. OF
VARIANCE

CUM/
PCT.

SKILL VARIETY

1

2.358*

47.2

47.2

TASK IDENTITY

2

.990

19.8

67.0

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

3

.772

15.4

82.4

AUTONOMY

4

.520

10.4

92.8

FEEDBACK

5

.360

7.2

100.0

* =

p less than or equal to .05
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variance.

Figure 1 (a scree plot) further illustrates this

findings by highlighting the large space between skill
variety and the other variables which tend to cluster
together.

The only factor to be extracted by this

analysis was, therefore, the skill variety dimension.
8 provides the sorted factor loading matrix.

Table

The preceding

analysis offered no support for Hypothesis One since fewer
than the anticipated number of factors (four) was extracted.
Although Hypothesis One was not supported at this
point, further analysis was warranted to identify any
differences in factor structure which might exist within the
supervisory and non-supervisory groups.

Accordingly,

principle-components analysis was conducted on the
non-supervisory and supervisory data separately.

Tables 9

and 10 provide the initial statistical output from this
procedure.
As Table 9 indicates, the skill variety factor
continued to account for a majority of total variance
(50.2%) and was the only dimension with an eigenvalue
greater than 1.00.

A scree plot of variables in rotated

factor space (Figure 2) indicated (as in the first analysis)
that the skill variety factor stood out from the other four.
These remaining four, which together accounted for only
49.8% of total variance, were clustered together at the
lower end of the eigenvalue axis of the scree plot.

The
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Figure 1. Scree Plot of Variables in Rotated Factor Space
for all Subjects.
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TABLE 8
SORTED FACTOR MATRIX FOR ALL SUBJECTS(N
VARIABLE

FACTOR 1

SKILL VARIETY

.724

TASK IDENTITY

.723

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

.721

AUTONOMY

.707

FEEDBACK

.539

=

84)
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TABLE 9
INITIAL EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF
VARIANCE FOR NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS (N = 63)

VARIABLE

FACTOR

EIGENVALUE

PCT. OF
VARIANCE

CUM/
PCT.

SKILL VARIETY

1

2.509*

50.2

50.2

TASK IDENTITY

2

.913

18.3

68.4

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

3

.729

14.6

83.0

AUTONOMY

4

.500

10.0

93.0

FEEDBACK

5

.350

7.0

100.0

* = p less than or equal to .05
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Figure 2. Scree Plot of Variables in Rotated Factor Space
for Non-supervisory Subjects.
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sorted factor matrix (Table 10) further reinforces this
conclusion.
The factor analysis of the supervisory data provided
significantly different results from the two preceding
analyses.

The initial statistics output (see Table 11)

showed that together the skill variety and the task identity
factors accounted for over 76% of total variance.
The sorted factor matrix (Table 12), shows that four of
the variables load positively upon Factor 1 (skill variety).
These variables which have positive loadings on Factor 1
are:

feedback, task identity, skill variety, and autonomy.

The task significance variable loads negatively upon Factor
1.

Three variables load positively on Factor 2 (task

identity).

They are:

feedback, task significance, and task
/

variety.
These two factors were rotated to identify alternative
ways to reproduce the original data matrix for the principal
factors while relaxing some requirements that were in place
for the initial extraction (i.e., the orthogonal criteria).
Accordingly, these data were subjected to both
orthogonal and non-orthogonal rotational techniques.
orthogonal method used was varimax rotation.

The

Varimax

rotation produced the rotated factor matrix reproduced in
Table 13.

This solution maximizes the variance across all

factors in the matrix.

All variables loaded positively on
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TABLE 10
SORTED FACTOR MATRIX FOR NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS (N
VARIABLE

FACTOR 1

SKILL VARIETY

.757

TASK IDENTITY

.726

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

.725

AUTON0~1Y

.701

FEEDBACK

.625

= 63)
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TABLE 11
INITIAL EIGNEVALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF
VARIANCE FOR SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS (N = 21)

VARIABLE

FACTOR

EIGENVALUE

PCT. OF
VARIANCE

CUM/
PCT.

SKILL VARIETY

1

2.466*

49.3

49.3

TASK IDENTITY

2

1.340*

26.8

76.1

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

3

.621

12.4

88.6

AUTONOMY

4

.326

6.5

95.1

FEEDBACK

5

.247

4.9

100.0

* =

p less than or equal to .OS
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Figure 3. Scree Plot of Variables in Rotated Factor Space
for Supervisory Subjects.
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TABLE 12
SORTED FACTOR MATRIX FOR SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS (N = 21)
FACTOR 1

FACTOR 2
.132

FEEDBACK

.893

TASK IDENTITY

.856

-

. 316

AUTONOMY

.795

-

• 025

TASK SIGNIFICANCE
SKILL VARIETY

-

.194

.883

.516

.666
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TABLE 13
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX FOR SUPERVISORS (N
VARIMAX
FACTOR 1

=

21)

FACTOR 2

FEEDBACK

.882

TASK INDETITY

.876

AUTONOMY

.795

.030

. 254

.867

.469

.700

TASK SIGNIFICANCE
SI\ILL VARIETY

-

.193
-

.256
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Factor 1 except for task significance.
positively on Factor 2.

All variables loaded

The results of the varimax rotation

were very similar to that of the initial sorted factor
matrix.

This suggests that the initial extraction was

parsimonious and was probably most accurate.
The oblique rotation was conducted next.

Oblique

rotation generates two separate matrices which are
reproduced in Tables 14 and 15.

The pattern matrix {Table

14) delineates the clustering of variables.

The square of

each coefficient in the pattern matrix represents the direct
contribution of a given factor to the variance of a
variable.

The pattern observed here was also similar to the

varimax rotation results and to the initial factor matrix,
i.e., Factor 1 is positively loaded by feedback, task
identity, skill variety, and autonomy while Factor 2 loads
positively on task significance and skill variety.

The

structure matrix {Table 15), is composed of correlation
coefficients.

Therefore, the correlation between any

variable and a factor would be the square of the coefficient
in the corres?onding cell.
None of the preceding analyses provided any support for
the four-trait model hypothesis.
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TABLE 14
ROTATED PATTERN MATRIX FOR SUPERVISORS (N
OBLIQUE
FACTOR 1

=

21)

FACTOR 2

FEEDBACK

.881

TASK IDENTITY

.878

AUTONOMY

.795

.004

• 258

.876

.467

.685

TASK SIGNIFICANCE
SKILL VARIETY

-

.165
-

• 284
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TABLE 15
ROTATED STRUCTURE MATRIX FOR SUPERVISORS (N
OBLIQUE
FACTOR 1

=

FACTOR 2

FEEDBACK

.887

TASK IDENTITY

.867

AUTON0~1Y

.795

.033

. 226

.866

.492

.702

TASK SIGNIFICANCE
SKILL VARIETY

-

21)

.197
-

• 252
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Hypothesis Two

This hypothesis stated that a pattern would emerge from
tests of significance of group means such that supervisor
ratings of jobs (on five dimensions) would be significantly
different from those of the job incumbents.

This

non-directional hypothesis was tested with a two-tailed
test.

For purposes of this analyses, the statistical

significant criterion was set at p less than or equal to

.OS.
First ·, mean scores of all supervisors were compared
with those of all subordinates on each job dimension and on
MPS scores.

The results, summarized in Table 16, indicate

no support for this hypothesis.

In np case did the

two-tailed probability level for the F-value fall below .OS.
Groups' mean scores were also compared within job
families

(as defined by Hackman and Oldham).

the clerical group (n of jobs

For jobs in

= 4) only one of the

differences between group means was significantly different.
As shown in Table 17, the mean scores of the supervisors
were significantly higher on the task identity dimension
(F=S 3. 61) .

In the case of the service jobs,

(custodial workers,

policemen, library assistants, etc.) task identity was again
the only dimension on which supervisor scores were

· j
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TABLE 16
F-TEST OF VARIABLE MEANS FOR SUPERVISORY
AND NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS IN ALL JOBS

NUMBER
OF
CASES

VARIABLE

MEAN

S.D.

F

SKILL VARIETY

GRP 1
GRP 2

63
21

4.840
4.886

.89
.79

1.27

TASK IDENTITY

GRP 1
GRP 2

63
21

5.070
4.938

1.06
1.39

1.72

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

GRP 1
GRP . 2

63
21

5.298
5.181

1.07
1.23

1.33

AUTONOMY

GRP 1
GRP 2

63
21

5.094
4.662

.87
.95

1.18

FEEDBACK

GRP 1
GRP 2

63
21

4 . ·894
4.981

.90
.93

1.07

MPS

GRP 1
GRP 2

63
21

130.557
124.752

.42
.06

1.16

Note:

GRP 1
GRP 2
MPS

=

*

=

=

=

Non-Supervisory Subjects
Supervisory Subjects
Motivating ?otential Score
p is less than .05
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TABLE 17
F-TEST OF VARIABLE MEANS FOR SUPERVISORY
VERSUS NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS
(CLERICAL JOBS)

NUMBER
OF
CASES

VARIABLE

MEAN

S.D.

F

SKILL VARIETY

GRP 1
GRP 2

12
4

5.208
4.800

TASK IDENTITY

GRP 1
GRP 2

12
4

5.558
6.175

1.10
.15

53.61

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

GRP 1
GRP 2

12
4

5.842
4.425

1.17
1.63

1.93

AUTONOMY

GRP 1
GRP 2

12
4

5.083
4.700

1.08
.. 33

10.89

FEEDBACK

GRP 1
GRP 2

12
4

5.058
5.025

1 .02
1.17

1.33

MPS

GRP 1
GRP 2

12
4

148.225
134.525

65.52
35.81

3.05

Note:

GRP 1
GRP 2
MPS

=

*

=

=

=

.735
.59

1.49

--

Non-Supervisory Subjects
Supervisory Subjects
Motivating Potential Score
p is less than .05
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significantly higher than those of their subordinates
(F=.263).

Table 18 summarizes these findings.

In the data processing group (composed of computer
programmer/analysts), there was no significant difference
among subject groups on any of their mean variable scores
(see Table 19).
For the positions in the machine trades job family
however, the findings were different and were also in a
totally unanticipated direction.

The mean scores of the

subordinates in these job families were found to be
significantly higher than those of the supervisors on the
task identity and autonomy dimensions.

This is to say, job

incumbents rated their jobs higher (on the presence of these
two dimensions) than did their superiqrs.
The preceding analyses provide no support for
Hypothesis Two.

However, they do suggest that the

perceptions of job incumbents regarding the presence of the
focal dimensions is, to some degree, influenced by the job
family into which these positions fall.

Hypothesis Three

This hypothesis stated that JDS mean MPS scores by
family would be significantly lower than MPS normative
scores for those job families.

As Table 20 indicates, there
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TABLE 18
F-TEST OF VARIABLE MEANS FOR SUPERVISORY
VERSUS NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS
(SERVICE JOBS)

NUMBER
OF
CASES

VARIABLE

MEAN

S.D.

F

SKILL VARIETY

GRP 1
GRP 2

33
11

4.482
4.936

.90
.93

1.07

TASK IDENTITY

GRP 1
GRP 2

33
11

4.685
5.482

.88
1.43

2.63

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

GRP 1
GRP 2

33
11

4.876
5.482

1.07
1.21

1.29

AUTONOMY

GRP 1
GRP 2

33
11

5.070
4. 4.6 4

.88
1.07

1.47

FEEDBACK

GRP 1
GRP 2

33
11

4.727
4.891

.99
.96

1.06

MPS

GRP 1
GRP 2

33
11

47.31
59.44

1.58

Note:

GRP 1
GRP 2
MPS

*

=
=
=

=

117.41
119.10

Non-Supervisory Subjects
Supervisory Subjects
Motivating Potential Score
p is less than .05
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TABLE 19
F-TEST OF VARIABLE MEANS FOR SUPERVISORY
VERSUS NON-SUPERVISORY SUBJECTS
(DATA PROCESSING JOBS)

NUMBER
OF
CASES

VARIABLE

MEAN

S.D.

F

SKILL VARIETY

GRP 1
GRP 2

9
3

5.178
5.200

.71
.85

1.44

TASK

GRP 1
GRP 2

9
3

5.156
4.433

1.51
1.86

1.51

TASK SIGNIFICANCE

GRP 1
GRP 2

9
3

5.711
5.667

.58
.85

2.17

AUTONOMY

GRP 1
GRP 2

9
3

4.956
4.900

.96
1.02

1.12

FEEDBACK

GRP 1
GRP 2

9
3

5.122
5.000

.59
1.04

3.16

MPS

GRP 1
GRP 2

9
3

136.833
131.433

38.58
63.53

2.71

Note:

IDENT~TY

GRP 1
GRP 2
MPS

=

*

=

=

=

Non-Supervisory Subjects
Supervisory Subjects
Motivating Potential Score
p is less than .05
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TABLE 20
JDS MPS MEANS FOR THREE JOB FAMILIES
COMPARED TO NORMAL MPS SCORES
NORM
MPS MEAN

OBSERVED
MPS MEAN

PCT

N

JOB FAMILY

4

Clerical

106

154.2

+45.5%

Service

152

131.1

-15.9%

3

Processing

105

136.8

+30.3%

3

Machine
Trades

136

148.9

+9.49%

11
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is no support in the current data for this hypothesis.

When

the data were brokeninto job families, the following
pattern emerged.

Mean observed MPS scores for the service

job family were found to be twenty percent below mean norm
MPS scores.

In all other job families (i.e., clerical,

processing, and machine trades) mean observed MPS scores
exceeded the norm MPS score.

These data were tested for

significance by applying the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test.
Using a directional alpha level of p less than or equal
to.OS, the results in Table 20 where the service family MPS
scores were below the norm was to be insignificant.
Accordingly, no support was found for Hypothesis Three.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study have not supported the three
proposed hypotheses.

Hypothesis One suggested that four

significant traits (task variety, task identity, autonomy,
and feedback) would be found to account for a majority of
the variance in data collected from administration of the
JDS.

The task significance trait has been previously

reported to be associated with large residual correlations
and has also been consistently shown to have low agreement
among raters.
The findings of this factor analysis study suggest that
the number of significant factors in the job characteristics
model is dependent upon whether the model is applied to
supervisors or to job incumbents.

In the current study,

this conclusion is supported by the outcome of the factor
analysis, which indicated that supervisors differentiated
between two significant job families while job incumbents
observed only one significant factor.

Further, as indicated

in the Results section, the skill variety dimension was the
most significant factor extracted for both supervisory and
non-supervisory subjects.

As the Introduction section

reported, skill variety refers to the degree to which a job
60
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requires the worker to perform activities that challenge
his/her skills and -anilities.

For non-supervisory subjects,

the extraction of the skill variety factor suggests, for the
jobs under consideration, that incumbents indicate that the
chance to use a variety of their skills is the factor which
is most likely to motivate them and that the other job
dimensions are only a subset of the skill variety factor
which is dominant.

This finding provides support for the

idea of allowing employees to work cooperatively to use
their skills, as they are needed, to the advantage of the
group.

The quality circle concept in which employees get

together to solve a problem by bringing to bear their varied
skills and experiences is an extension of the findings of
the factor analytic section of this study.

That is,

employees wish to be able to apply their skills to solving
work-related problems instead of only being able to function
to a limited degree of their potential.
It is worth noting that the feedback, autonomy, and
task significance dimensions were left out of the model by
both supervisory and incumbent subjects.

The UCF

organizational system, at other than administrative and
professional levels, is characterize~ by the assignment of
specific tasks and responsibilities to each employee.
Employees receive specific instructions from supervisors for
all work which they perform and are seldom given the
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opportunity to use skills other than those called for in
their job descriptions.
Another organizational characteristic which likely
influenced the study's findings is that specific job
descriptions are prepared for each non-instructional
position in the university.

These position descriptions not

only specify exactly what duties an incumbent should
perform, but they are also used to determine the job title
(and thereby the pay grade) which should be attached to a
position.

Employees, therefore, do not normally perform

duties beyond those specifically described.

This reality is

likely to have suppressed the task significance, autonomy,
and feedback traits.

Task significance (the degree to which

the job has a substantial and

perceiv~ble

impact on the

lives of people) is not likely to be of particular interest
to employees in an organization where job security is
normally guaranteed and where salary increases are
across-the-board, with no relation to performance.

The

autonomy dimension (the degree to which a job gives the
worker freedom, independence, and discrAtion in scheduling
work and in determining how it should be done) was probably
found to be insignificant because the majority of these
positions were in job families where specific instructions
regarding expected performance are given and where there are
specific procedures for performing the job.

This
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consideration may also have had some impact on the feedback
dimension since, in jobs where duties are routine and
repetitive and performance is easily observed, the need for
ongoing feedback from the supervisor is minimized.
Apart from the preceding inferential rationale for the
observed results, an examination of the statistical basis
for the results is warranted.

The most likely statistical

explanation is the method which was used for the extraction
of the principal factors.

In this study,

principal-components analysis was utilized.

Under this

method, the principal factors are extracted in such a way as
to meet the criterion that they minimally correlated with
each other.

The less significant factors are generally

dropped and a truncated solution may result.
It must however be indicated that in all cases, an
aplha level of p less than or equal to .05 was used.

This

is a liberal criterion which would have increased the
likelihood of finding several significant factors.

The fact

that no more factors were extracts indicates that similar
results would have been found if a more stringen~ alpha
level criterion had been set.
The results of the testing of Hypothesis Two suggest
(much as Hackman and Oldham, 1974, do), that either the JDS
or the JRF will provide an accurate assessment of the
motivating potential of jobs.

However, the ~esults of the
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testing of Hypothesis One lend credence to the notion that
supervisors may be more likely to differentiate subtleties
in job characteristics.

As a caveat, however, when

supervisory and subordinates do differ in their assessments
of the presence of a particular job dimension it may be that
supervisors may not be accurately aware of the feelings
which incumbents have about their jobs.

There is always the

likelihood as well, that supervisors' ratings may be higher
than those of their subordinates as a means to make the jobs
which they supervise seem more motivating than they really
are.

A motivating job is likely to reflect positively on

its supervisor.

However, the current study indicates that

it may be concluded that the supervisors' ratings of the
motivating potential of a job will usually be similar to
ratings provided by job incumbents.
The study results also suggest that, for employees of
the University of Central Florida, motivation may not be
influenced by those job characteristics which the
researcher had anticipated.

For example, Hypothesis Three,

which presupposed that incumbents' MPS scores would be lower
than the norm for their job family, was not supported.

This

hypothesis was based on knowledge about the nature of most
jobs at the University of Central Florida.

Specifically,

the researcher anticipated that employees would dislike the
lack of decision-making responsibility and the few
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opportunities for creativity and making decisions about when
and how a task would be done.

In contrast, MPS means for

three of the four job families sampled in the study were
above the norm.

It may be concluded that incumbent subjects

would like to use more (or develop new) skills but that the
lack of opportunity to do so has not had a negative impac t
upon the potential of their jobs to motivate them.
Conversely, the results may be indicating that the job
incumbents sampled do not have a high need for motivation
and are, therefore, satisfied with the existing levels o f
skill variety present in their jobs.

APPENDIX A
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

You are being asked to participate in a research effort
which is a requirement for my Master's degree in Industrial/
Organizational Psychology here at the University of Central
Florida.

I am conducting this study in an effort to improve

an existing model which is used to measure the motivating
potential of jobs.
The responses you provide on all sections of the
questionnaire will be held in strict confidence by the
researcher.

No analysis of this data will ever be used

officially or unofficially by the University of Central
Florida nor by the UCF Personnel Department.

All responses

will be used collectively and anonymously in a statistical
analysis.

Responses collected as a part of this study will

be used solely in this research effort.
You may obtain the results of this study, in summary
form, when they are available later this summer.

Please

write your name and UCF mailing address in the spaces below
if you choose to have this information.

NAME_________________________________________________
UCF ADDRESS _________________________________________
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Specific instructions are provided on the first page of
the questionnaire:·- Upon completing the questionnaire, seal
your response in an envelope and return it to me at the
following address.

PLEASE DO NOT GIVE THE COMPLETED

QUESTIONNAIRE TO ANYONE ELSE.

Gena Cox-Jones
Personnel Services Department
AD 230.

I would like to have all the completed questionnaires
returned to me by Friday, May 8, 1987.

If you are too busy

-t o complete the instrument by that time, please do so at
your convenience and return it to me as soon as you can.

REMEMBER, YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS EFFORT IS STRICTLY
VOLUNTARY.

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE IF

YOU DO NOT WISH TO DO SO!

THANK YOU!

APPENDIX B
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JOB DlACNOSTlC SURVEY

This quc:stionn~ire wns developed ns f1~" of 61 Y:1le Uni,·ersity study or jobs and how J')eopic re~ct to therr.. The
quc:stionn:lirt helps 10 OCtemune how jobs tan be better OCSi~neC., by obt:linin: iniurm:aion :lbOUl how people Tc:lCl 10
diHercnl kinds or job~
On the followin~ JUl~es you will find sever:1l different kinds of ~uc:stions :1bout your .iob. Specific instructions nre ~rver. :11
the St:ln of each section. Plcnse rc:.:1d them carclulty. h should take no more than 25 minu1es to complete the entire
quc:stionn:1irc.. Pic:lSe mo,•c throu~h il quickly.
The questions nrc dc:si~ned

10

obt:1in your perceptions of your job and .''our reactions toil.

There are no trick questiom. Your individual :mswe~ will be kept compietcly confidenti:ll. Ph:.lse nnswcr cch item :u
honestly nnd franldy :u possible..
Thank you ior your cooperation.

SE:llON
This pan of the ques1ionr.aire asks you

10

0~

cies:ribe you~ .1ob. z.s

cbjeczh·c~,

:u you czr•.

?ie.2se do not us this ;::n of the questionn:1ire 10 show how much you like. or dislike your .iob. Questions nbout th:1
will come l:ue~. lnste:lC.. try· lO r.t:lkt your cie.scriptions :lS :lCCt::'AllC. nne 615 Objective 6:.5 YO.tl pos:sibiy ~r..

A ~mpje question is ;h·en below.

A. "To wh:11 el:tent cio:s your job require you

10

work witt. me:hanic:2.l equipmer.!?

1------- ~-------.:-----..
.,)
\..::..)
~
.
-~-------~------~-----7·.
Very littk: the job requires
nlmost no cor.tact with
mech:1nicl equip::lent of
:1ny kine.
Yoc :1rc.

10

Mocicr2tely

Ver'\' m~ct. : the .iob requ ir::s
a lmOs constant worl; with
mcd'::mi:2l cqu ipmcr. ~.

circle ~he n:.:::lh:r whi:h is th: mos: :u:cu~t: description of yo~r job.

· mcc,.:m:
~ ·-.
"OOd ci~
... :~ 1 ~ou ~. ?:ntr. t ..~ :.
.. l o f th"'~ time- bu: :tlso rccuircs
·
IL ior c~:1mplt. voc~ 1ob recuires you to worl: wllh
· m!£
· h 1 ctrc
· 1e tue
~ nu mb-·
' -..
.... \l.":l.S cone m tn: cump1e :1bov ....
som: p:1pcrworl.· -you
... s ·l.....

· not
lf you oo

·

unoers~n

d· tnes:
·
·ms~ru
• : 11· 0 .....
pl ..........
................sk Io·• :ssis::mcc..lf you cio uncicrn:md th::r•. t u:-n t h e;;~;: ~n c b:f'in.
.....
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1. 7 o wh:1t extent does your job Tequire you to "-'Ork cJosr~, . ..,..;,J, olhtr ptople (either .. clients ... or f'COple in rel:ucd jobs in
your own or;:miz.:uion)~
-· - · - ·

l-------2-------3-------~-------~-------6-------7

Very little: dc.1lin~ with
other people is not :11 nll
nc:ccn:1ry in doinc the job.

tf)' much: dc:1l i n~ with
othC'rf'eople is :m asbso lutely
eS.\enli;ll :snd cruei~J p:lTI o r
doin; the job.

Modcr:udy: some dc:alin:
othcn is ncCcs.s:lf)' .

\

~·ith

1

Dlllonomy is there in your job'? Th:u ~. to ~·h:u extent does your job permit you to decide o11your own hov.·
:1bout doin; the work·!

2. How much
to

~o

l-------2-------~-------~-------5-------6-------i
Very Jiulc: the job

~ivc.~ me

:1lmo~t

no pcrso~l ··s..,y ..
:sbout how :md when the
work is dont..

Very much: the job ~ i ves
me a lmost complete rcspon·
sibiliry len decidin~ how
:md wl;en the v.·ork is dont..

Modcr:ne :1utonomy: m:zny
thin;:s :sre SUlnC:lrdi:.ed :md
not under mv controL but I
c:m m~k e some decisions
:sbout the wor~.

3. 7o wh:lt extent does your job involve doin~ a ··whole .. cntf idenlifitJbJe pice~ of ,.ork!Th:n u. is the .iob :>complete piece
of work th:n h:u :m ob,•ious be; inn in~ anti end·! Or is it on)y 2. small ptJn of the over2l l piece of work. which is Imished by
othe~ people or by automatic machines~

l-------2-------~-------~-------5-------6-------7

:~ tiny p:tn of
the over&lll piece or work:
the results or my .activities
annot be seer. ir.. tht. fmal
product or ser:ic~

My job is only

My job invoh-cs ooir.~ the
whole piece o f work. i rom
St:tn 10 fin ish: the rc:sulu o f
mv ~ct i vit i :s are asily seen
in. the fmal prociuct o r

My job is a modente-siz.ed
.. chunk .. of the ovei.lll piece
or work: mv own coraribL··
tion c:tn be. seen in the fmal
DUlCOrnt..

scrvi c:~ .

~. Hov.· mu~ vcrit!~t· is there in your jo::'? That i!.. to whz t cx1ent docs the job require you to do rn2ny ciifie:-ent lhin~ a t
work. uszn;

2

.

\"Znetv o f .vour skilis and talenu·!

,'

l-------~-------:,-------~-------5------- ~ -------7

VeT)'

little: the iob T'Ct)uirc.s

Mooer:nc \":lri:ty.

me 10 do the s.::'me routine
thin;s over anti O\'t~ a;:sir..

5. l_n !ene:c.l. hov.: ~i:ni/i~nl or imponam is your job: Th:u
hvcs or well·b:m~ oJ other people 7

Very much: the iob recuircs
me 10 co Tr..l T!)' difl erc~:
thinf!i. L!Srr.:.: c num ber or
dHJ erent lkilu :mci t:ll:n ts.

u. are 1hc rcsulu of ynur wMk li kely to s!; nifi =zntiy :tfi:ctthe

J-------~-------J-------~-------5-------r------- 7

Not ''ery· sirnif::2n~: the
outcomes o! my worl: are
not likely to h:Jv: ir.:ponant
dJecu on othe:- p:opk.

Hi;hly s!;niiican:: lhe
''ut co:nes o! mv \\'O r~ cz n
:tHcc t o:her people in ve ry
"
imporwn: v.OJy!..

6. To wh:tt extent do m:ma~c~ or co-workrn let you know how well yotl :1.re doi n; t' :-l.' ,~::r .iob:

J-------~-------~-------~-------~------- ~
Very little: peopl: :limost
never let me know how well
1 :lm Coin~.

Mocicr:llc ly: so:net i:nes
peopie m:1y ~ i ,·e rnt -Jc-e d·
b:Jd -: Other times they
m;ty nol.

. ------ 7

\ ·C'T)' mu =!:: rr.:t:-;~ :::::-:s o:\t"""'ork ers pro"io; me with
~! mos! CO!'.S~ OI:ll -ieee.!::;,~· ..
:. ~m:t ho \1· we.II J 11m oom;.
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in(orm~tion ~bout your worl: pedorm:\ncc'? Th;u i1. does the
:actu:JI "·orJ.: irsl!/j provide clues about how well ,you :~rc ooin~-:~sidc from :my "'letdb:trk .. co-wor~ers or supcn·isors
m..,y pro\'ide"!

7. 7o wh:u extent docs tlninr 1hr job itJc/fProvidc you "ith

l-------2-------3-------~-------~-------6-------7

Vcrv little: the iob itself is
set
so I could work lor·
C\'Cr without finuin:; out
how wclll :~m doin;.

Mndcr:lteh·: sometimes
doin~ the ]ob pro,·idcs
•fecdt~d- to me; some·
times it doCl nol.

;,p

Very much: the jC'b is set up

so th~t I tel :almost constant
.. icedb~ck .. :as l work
hov.· well 1 :am doin;.

~bout

SECTION TWO

Listed below :are :a number or st:nements which could be used to describe a job.
You :are to indiQte whw:ther c:ach st:ncmcnt is :an accuroll! or an inaccurDic description of your job.
Once :;:air•. ple:.se try to be :u objecti,·e :u you on in decidin; how :accur:ncly ~ch st~temcnt describ:.s your jobre;:ardlcss or \lo'htthcr you like or dislike your _lob.

'Vrile a number in th: bl:mk beside each sutemen~. b:lsed on the Iollowin~ scale:

How D.ccurale is zhc .stalemenJ in o'vcribing your job.'

1

2

3

Very
lr.:lCCUr2te

Most)y
lr.:accurate

Sli;htly
lnacr:urate

4
UncerWn

5

6

Sii~hdy

Mostly

Accurate

Ar:cu~ate

i
Very
A:::u:-ate

-------------------·-·----- ----··-·· ·- ·--·- ......... ··--·
l. The job Tequires me to cs: a m::nb:r of co:nple1 o~ hi~h·level .ski!~.
- - - 2. The job r:qui:-es a lot o! coope~tive work with othe~ people..

- - - 3. The job is :l:-:2n_;ed so that l co ncr h~ve the c.~:nr:e to do zn enure piece of work fro:n be;innir.~ to enC..
4. J\!Sl cioir.; the work required b:· the .1ob provides many chzn::s Jor me to fi;ure out how welll am coin,;.

5. The _lob is quit: simple znd

~pethil't..

6. Th: _lob .an be ciont acieqcztely by a p:r;son wor'kin; alone -whhou: talkir.; or che:kir._2 whh other peo;>i~.

i. The sup::rviso:-:s :anc CD-\l.'Orke:-:s on this job :lmost n~1•er ~i"e me zny .. feedback·· zbcut hew welll am
in my work..
E. This job is one where a lot oJ other people r::m b: z.Iie:ted by how wdl th~ wed: ;eu done..

9. Tne job oenies me :any

ch:~ce

to u.se my p:r;sor.:al initiative or juc;ment in crryir:,; ou: the work.

---10. Superviso:-:s ohen let me know how well they think 1 :l:n p:rio~in:; the job.
---11. Th: job pro,·jdes me th: chance to cc::-:pletely fi!lish the pieces or wort l be;i:..
-'

----12.. Th: job i:.s:li pro"ide.s

ve~· few clues :abo:.:: whether o~ not 1 am pcriormir..; wet .

----1:1. The job ,ti'-e.s me consid::::abi: opportunity io~ incep:nden:c :1nd ireedom in
---}~. The job iuel!

hO\t'

is noJ very si;nif1cnt o; irnpor::mt in th: broad::' scheme of thir.;~.

l do the \l.'OrL

coin~
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SE.CTJO~

Nov.· pic.:ase indic.:llt

h0\1.' -"""

THHCE

f'erJot~clly J~cl nbout your j11h.

E:ach of the st:ncments hclnw is ~umcthin~ th:u :1 pcrsnn mi,t:ht s:ty :tbout his or her job. You ;Jrt to int.l ic:nC' you r C\wu
pcrsonnl jcciin~.t :~bout yuur jull hy m:srkin; ho\\' much ~·uu :t~rcc with c:tch of th: st;.slemcnu•.

\Vritc

:1

numhcr in the bhmk (ur each st:ncmcnl. b:scd on thi~ SQk:

How nwch cio .1·ou n!-:rrC' wit II the SlDtemellf:

2

D~~rcc

Di~,;~rt•c

Strongly

J

-1

5

6

Dis.:1:.-rce
Sli;hhy

l'cuar.al

A~rce

A;rce

Sli;htty

i
A; rce

Strongly

l. ll's hard. on &hi.'i jnh. {or me 10 care very much :ahout whether or not the work reu done ri~ ht.

- - - l. My opinion of my"df ~oes up w.·hen 1 do this jC'h well.
- - - ~- Gcnc:-aliy speak in~. l :1m very ntisfied v:ith this job.

- - - ~ . h1ost of the thing~ I ~'-e to do on this job seem usel:.ss or trivial.
~ l usually know whether or not my work is s:aisi~caory on this job.

6. l_ieel ~ ;rc:u sense of pcrsor.:1l s:nisi:ae&ion when 1 oo this job welL

- . . ·-·-

.

-···- ----------..--------·--·-·-·------ ·-- . ..._ -·- ---

_ _ _ 7. The \I.'Ork l do on this job is very· manin~!ul to me..
S. l ieel a "cry hi~h dc:~re~ of penonal rc.spcnsibiity fc:- the work l co on this job.
9. l frequentiy thinl: of quittin~ this jet.
_ _ _ l 0. I I eel b:Id ~no unh:lppy when l discover that l have p:rlo=med pooriy on this job.

- - - l l . l chen ~ve trouble fj~urin~ out whether rrn coin~ wc] j c:- pooriy on this job.

---12. l ieel j should pcrsor.:lHy take the crcciit or blame fe r the results o f my wo rk on this job.
- - - ! 3 . J ::n ~encraJly s:ui.-;fied with th~ kind OJ "-'OTk J UO in this job.
---1-<. My own fcehn~s ~encraliy are nor zffected mur:h one "-"2Y o:- the other by how weill d o o n this job.
- - - 1 5 . V\'hethcr or net this job ;ets done r!;ht is cl~riy m.t• ~orui bility .

SECTlON FOUR
Nou• plt.2Sc indicate ho"' sDti.~ficd you
Jlr!~te

number in the

b!~nk

:r: \\'ith each ::spcct o f yccr j o [\ listed below. Once ~~::lir•. write th e zpprcbcsid: c.:ch s::temen~.

Jiow $Dlisfica' Dre y ou "'ilillhiJ cspcct of your j oe.'
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-

1

2

E.xtrcmcty

Diss:uisfied

~ - -

Da~lisficd

u

~
Sli~htly
S:st.~ficd

Sli~htly

Diu.:ltisf1cd

S:~ti~fied

i
Extremely
S:nisf u:d

or job security l h:svc.

1. The :1mount

- - - l. The :1mount of p:ty :1nd Irin~c bcnefiu I receive..
- - - ~. The. :~mount ol person:11 rro,,1h :tnd development 1 ~-et in doin~ my job.
___

~.

The people l

1:11~ 10 :~nd

work with on my job.

- - - ~. The oc;ree of respect :1nd Inir tre:nment 1 receive from my bon.

- - - 6. The fcclin; or worthwhile :lCCOmplishmcnt 1 ~et from

_ _ _ i. The ch:snce to ~ct

10

know other people v.·hile on the job.

_ _ _ S. The amount of suppon nnd
9. The de,rree

10

doin~ my job.

~uid:mce

I receive irom my supcr\'iso:.

which 1 am !:1irly paid fo: what I contribute to this orpni:ation.

_ _ _ l 0. The nmount of independent thoc;ht :me nction I can exercise in my job.
_ _ _ ll. Ho,.. se:ure thin;s look for me in the iuture in this

o~ani::.ation.

_ _ _12. The ~nee to help other people v.·hile nt v.·ork..

_ _ _ 1:1. Tht ~ount o! ch3Hcn~e in my job.
_ _ _ l.(. The ovc:-all quality of the supervision 1 recei'-e in my work.

----------S2.C710N FIVE
No~·

plezse think o~ the other people in your 0!1!an~tion who hold the ~:ne job ~·ou oc. li no one has cnclly the

same job zs yo~. think of the job which is most similar 10 you:-.i.
Pie2.Se think about how a:cur:uely each o! the stzt::ments cies:ribes the ieeiin~s of those people ~bo u: the j ob.

lt is ~uite 2.1! r!~h1 if your answers here are different from when you d:scrib:.d
difieren: p::opie ieel quite cii!ierentiy 61bout the s:1:ne .iob.

yo~:- ou·n

r:2Cti ons 10 the .iob. Oft en

On~ a;air., write. 2 number in the blanl~ for each s~:nemen~. b:ueo on this scaie:

Hon· much do yo11 ~rr~c wilh the Sllllem~n !.'

2
Dis::~ee

Stron;ly

Dis:!;ree

3
Dis2;ree
Si:;ntiy

5
Ayrec

6
A,; re:

S l!~ht iy

i
Arret

S tr~n c"' iv..

1. Most people on this job feel: !re:st ser.se or p:non:d s:ltis!:lttion when th t )' cio the job w ell.
- - - .., h1ost peopie on this job are very s:nisf1ed wi th the _iob.
3. Mosl people on this job Ieelth:u the work is us:l:ss or u ivi:ll.
- - - .(. h1ost peopje on this job Jeel: ;re:tt oe;~l of perso~:1l responsibili ty Ior t!::- work th r:)' do.
- - - ~ . J\1ost people on this job hcJ,-e:: pretty rood ice:~ of how well they arc ~:- :: ..-,T:':1in~ their work.
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- - - 6. Must people on this-job firnl the work vr:ry me:min;lul.

- - - i. Most people on this job feel that \a.'hether or not the jnb ~cts done ri;ht is clearly their own responsibility.
- - - S. People on this job ohen think of quiuin:.
Mo~t people on this job feel b:ld or unh:~ppy when they find th:tt they h:J\'t performed the work poorly.

- - - 9.

---10. Most people on this job

h:~vc

trouble fi~urin: out v..·hethcr they :~rc doin:;

:1

~ood

or a b:~d job.

SECTlON SlX
lJsteG below :1rc: number of char:lctcri.caics which could he present f'n any job. People difi c~ :bout ho"' m uch th ey
would like LO have each one present in their own jo~. \Ve :tre intcrc.~tr:d in lc:1rnir:; how much you pcnonDiiy would
like 10 h2vc each one present in ''our ,;ob.

Usin; the se61lc below, p1C2Se indicate the degrRe to which you would Hkc to have each c.haracte:i.sti: prcse~lt in y ot:r job.

. NOTE.: Tnt numbers on this s~je are di!iercn: irom those !JSeci in previous s:&Je1.

4
\\'ould like
h:t \ -1::; this

6

i
\Vould like
h;n·in; this
very muc.b

t111l)' :

UU10erate
f I tr lC.S:S)

_ _ l. H i.;h respe:t ~nd !:1i:- t.rutm:nt irorn :ny sup::--\'isc:.
Sti:nu l:nin~ and chalien;ir:~ work.

- 3. Ch:mccs to exercise inciepencient thoc;ht :1nd ac:tion in ::'IYjob.
_ .(. Grc:zt _lob security.

5. Very friendly

9

lO
\ Voulc like
ha \'!~.; t.~

c:rzremel; ·

much

;~lllOUnt

_ 2.

s

co-worke~.

6. Opponunities to learn new thir:;s irom my worl~.

i. Hi;h salzry and ~ood frin;c benefits.
_ S. Opponunhjes 10 b: creative :1nd i~~~ii!:lli"c in my work.
_ 9. Quick promotior..s.

tO. Oj)ponunities for personal ~rowth :1nd de\'elopmenl in rny jub.
ll. J.. sense of wonhwhilc a:comp!ishmcn~ in my work.
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SECTlOt\ SEVEr\
People differ in the kinds or .iobs they would most li~e to holC.. The questions in this section ~i,·c vou :1 ch:.nce to s:r'' just
\\'h:u it is :~bout :1 joh th:ll is most imponant to you.
•
•

For t:Dch fJIIC.nion. 1u•o tli'Jf~rcnr kimis of jobs D~ bricfJ.t• d~scribu!. i'ou nrc
personally "'ould l'rcj~r-if you h:~d 10 rr.:~ke ~ choice bc:awc:cn them

10

indicnt~ which oflh~ jobs ,.011

·

ln answcrin~ e:sch question. :u.sume th:u evcrythin; else :~bout the jobs is the same. P:~y ~ttenaion only to the
ch:lr;!Ctcristics :1ctu:~lly listc:.C.
7wo

ex:~mplcs

:m: ;ivcn below.

JODA
A job rc:quirin~ work with mcch:mi·
e1l equipment most of the c:ty

JOJJ E
A job rcquirn; work with other

people most of the d::~y

l-------------~------------(2)------------~-------------5

Stron_;ly
Prc:lcr A

Sli;htly
Pr:ic:r A

Nc:utr:U

If yol.l like workin; with people :md workin.; with equipment
cone in the c:xz:npk..

•

•
Here is

znolhc:~

Stron~ly

Prefer B

well, you would .cirde the numbe:- :,. ~

h~

been

•

c:x:1mpie.. This one z.sks for

ie.:uur~

c:q~.::~Hy

Sli;htl~·

frcfer B

2

harder choiee-b:twec:n two jobs which both have some unocsi:-able
·

·--------------JOEE

JOEA
A job requirin.; you to expos: your·
self 10 consice:-:lbie phys:c:~.l ci:~nf'c:-.

A iob }o::;».tec 200 r.Jies irorn voz;:-

home and ia:niiy .

•

J------------(l}------------3------------~-------------5
Sii;ntly
Neut:-:11
51!;htiy
StrOT'!f')y

Stron~iy

Prei er A

?rei e~ B

?rei c; A

lf yov woulc sii;:htl)· prei::been cone in the ex::npi:..
PJe~e ask for c.:sisJDnte

risk.it'!~ physi~l

rrei e ~ B

C:lt'!f'Ci to workin; fa:- iro:n your ho::l:.. )'Ol.l would c!rcle nurnb:: 2.

as h~

if you do not zmders1onci t!.Xncz~,. how 10 do these f?HCJiior.J.

lOEB

JOEA

A _lob where there is

l. A job wh:re the pay is ''CT)' ;oo:!.

o;>p o~un i t y

to b:.

cc=ui o:~ bl:

crc.:l U \'c. :~ o

innO\-:lli\'e.

l-------------,-------------3------------- ~ -------------5

Stron~)v

Freic; .A

Si i~htly

Freier A

N:u t:-al

S ii~ht )~·

Strot'! ~ h·

Prde:- B

freie ;

B
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JODA

)ODD

2. A job where you nre often required
10

A job with

m:lk.e imponanl oeeisioru.

wor~

m:tny

plc:t~nt

ret'ple to

with.

l-------------2-------------3-------------~-------------s

Stron~ly

Sli;htly
Prc!er A

Freier A

Neutr:tl

3. A job in which rrc.:ster responsibility
is ri,•cn lO tho.se who do the best

Sl i~htly

Stron~l y

Prcicr D

Prcicr B

A job in which rrc:ner TCSponsibility
is ri,-cn lO loya l employees who ha\'e

tne rnosl seniority.

work.

l-------------2-------------3-------------~-------------s

Stron~ly

Sli~htly

Freier A

Freier A

Sli;htl~·

Ncutr:tl

Strcm~ i v

Prcie; B

Prefer B

4. A .1ob .in an orrani:.atio~ which is in
hr.:1nci0ll trouble -and rni;ht .have 10

A job in which you are not allowed
to have any s:~y whatever in how
vour ~.-or~ is s:heduleci. o;- in the
procccures to be used in C2.ITYln~ it

close oown within the yea:.

OU'l..

J-------------2-------------~-------------~-------------5
Stron;ly

Freier)..

Freier J...

......,._..._

-· -------- -·- .. -- - ··- -··-... ··.

Strontriv
freie::B

Slit!htlv
freie:·B

Siirhtly

.

---------·--·-------·~-

.. .··: . . .

.

.

JOBA

JOEB

5. A very routine job.

A iob wh:re vour eD-\I.·orkcrl ue not
v:'T)' iriendi):.

l-------------~-------------~-------------~-------------5

Stron;ly
Freier J...

Siirhtly

S!i ;hti~·

Freier A

F-reier B

5. A job with 2 supcT'\is:>: who is oh:n

Stro:1;ly
Freier B

A .iob whi:h pre,-cnts yot: iro::1 us i n~
o! .skills that you woaec
h:m::i 10 ocvclop.

2 m.:~b::r

veT)' crhi:al of you and your work in
irom o! other p:oplt..

j-------------~-------------~-------~-----~-------------5

Stron~iy

Sli;-htiy

frde: A

Frelc: A

Neutral

Sl ! ~hth·

Fr~ic;- ·B

Stron~ iy

Freier B

A .1ob ~:hi :h pro"ides cons~m
op~cru.:n i lies io: yo u to le::n nc"''

7. A job 'l.t.'ith 2 supe:"\·isor who respe:LS
you and trcau you i:liriy.

2.nci int:rcstin; thm;-s.

l-------------j-------------~------------- ~ -------------5
Stron"l"
t.
Freier A

Si!~htly

Freier A

Net.Hr;tl

S li ~htl v

fr~lcr ,B

Stron"e l".
Preie: B
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JOD .A

.JODD

S. A job where there is ~
you could be laid orr.

r~l

ch:1ncc

A job "'ith '"cry liule.ch:mr:e to do
ch:lllc:ntin~ ~·orl.

l-------------2-------------3-------------~-------------5

Stron~ly

Sli~htly

PrcJcr A

Prefer A

Neutr:ll

9. A ;ob in which there is~ rc:1l ch:1nce

~

Prclcr D

A job which pro'"ides lnu of '":lQ·

fo~ you to de\'clop new s~ilts :md

:1ov:mcc in the

Stron~ly

Sli .. htl".
Prcler B

tion time :md :m excclient
benefit p:1ck.:;c:..

or~:~ni:.:nion.

frin~t

l-------------2-------------3-------------~-------------5
Stron"h'
e.
Freier A

Sli;htly

Sli~htl

frefc~ A

frcier ·B

·

Stron"l"

frcle~ n

A job where the workin: conditions
are poo:-.

l 0. A iob whh little freedom and
inCicpcncience to oo your work in the
way you think bcsl.

l-------------2-------------3-------------~-------------5
Sl!~htlv

Stron,;iy
Freier A

~cutra.l

SE;htl)'

Stronrry
Freier B

Freier B

Preicr'A

----------·--------...-·--·· -- --·- --------- --------·------JOEA

JOEE

11. A _lob ~ith v:ry satisfyin,g 11:2.~

A 1ob which

:tllO"'l.'!

vou to cs: vour

skilu a no zbiiiti:.s to the i uli:.s:"

work.

ext en~

l-------------2-------------3-------------~-------------5

Stro~;i~·

F-reier A

Sii~htly

Siirhtlv
?r~ier.A

Freier B

~tron~lv

F-r:Je; B

A .iob ~·hi:h requires you to b:
co::1pktely iso::ned !rom co-workers..

12.. A job which criers little or no

c!'-.;.dicr.,;:..

J------~------:-------------~-------------i-------------5

Stro~~iy

Sli~htly

F-r:ier A

frdc:r A

Si!;htly
Prclcr B

SECTION EJGET
Bic;rzphi::ll
L Sex:

M~l.. - - -

Fe:r:~l·...- - -

2. A;e (check one):

-undc:r20
____
.,(I. :!9

--...J"\C.. J9

--~D-49
--~'>0·59

___ 60 o; o":;

~ac:k~round

Stron:.'iv

Pre!:; B
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3. Educ:nion

(chcc~

one):

___ Grade School
_ ___,Some

Hi~h

School

_1-ii;h School Detrce
___ Some Business

Collc~c

or T cchnic:al School Experience

___Some Collc;e E.xpcricncc (olhcr th:m business or 1cchnicnl school)
_Business Collc;e or Tcchnie611 School De;rce
_Collett De;rce
_M:lstcr·s or

Hi~hcr De~rce

5.Wnat is yo~ e~hnic
(
) Caucasian
(

) Ei'spanic

backg~ounc? ~lease

(

)

Elack

(

)

O~he:-

check

~he app=op=ia~e

box:

APPENDIX C
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JOD RATING

FORM

This qucslionn:lirt W:I.S developed :I.S ymn of :1 Y:llt Uni\·crsity study or jobs :md how people Tc:lC:t to them. The
qucstionn:1ire helps to determine how jobs an be bcner dcsi;ned, b)· ob1:1inin~ inlorm:1tinn :~bout hov.• people rcilc:t to
diUcrcnt kinds of job1.
You :lTe :ukcd

10

rate the ch:lr:lctcristic:s or the Iollov.·in~ job:

Plc:uc keep in mind th:H the questions rcler to the job listed :1bovc. and not to your own job.

On the ioUowin~ p:l;~. you will fmd Se\'Cr:ll diflcrcnt kinds or questions about the .iob listed :lbO\'C. Specific instru::tions
:1re ~h-en :11 the st:~n of c.,c:h section. Plc:ue rc.:1d them crciully. h should 1:1ke no more th:m 10 minute..s to complete ~e
entire qucstionn:lirc. Ple:l.Se move throu.;h it quickly.

SECTlON ONE

This p:1n or the questionn:1ire :1Sk.s you to cic:s:ribe the .iob listed above a.s obj~cLiveb · z.s yell en. 7ry 10 make your
OC.SCription a.s :lCCUr:lte ;me :LS Ob.icctive :l.S you pos.sibiy c:ln.

A sample question is ~iven below.
/

A. 7o wh2t extent cioes the .1ob require 2 perso:1 to "'·orl: with me:hzniQl equipmer.t?

l-------~-------~-------~-------5---- -(;j------i
Very little: the iob r-ecuires

Mocientcly

2tmor. no com~:t with

me:hanie2l eq~.:ipment of
:lny kine . .

V cry· :nu:.f.: th: job require..s
~most cons:an1 worj; with
meci;2ni::2.l equ ipme n ~.

You :re 10 circle the number which is the most accurate cies::ip1ion o! th: job yol.i arc ::11.in~.

1!. io~ cxa~pl:... the .1ob requires

2 p:rsor. to v.•ori: with me:hani~l cq~i?=?enl : r~od .ci~l of the tin"'e- b!.l!
requires some p:1perwod: -you mif!ht circle the numb:: si~. =.s "'oz oone mUle e:.:1r:1p1e :1oov:..
.

l.

JO

what extent QOCS :he job rcquir: 2 person 10 work

~lso

ciosc~v n-izh Oln~r peopJ~ (eithCi ''d i:nu,- C:"' people in :"t.l:ltcC jo~!

in the or;:1ni::uion }?

.'-------~-------~--~----~-------5-------b-------i
Very little: ci:.ali::; with
other people is no; 2~ ~l l
necc.s.sary in cioin~ the job.

Moci:~teiy: so:n:. cicalin~

with o1h::-s is ncc:ss:!ry.

Very mu:::: cit.:liin; "';U;
other rc c;>l: is aosoiutdy
~cr.t~l :1n0 r:n:c::ll part o!
coin; tht jo:..

=n
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2. Bow much tJulonomy is there in the job"!T~t ~.to wh:n c:ucnt docs the job permit 61 person ao decide on hiJ nr h~r o"·n
how to to about doin: the v.•or~'?

l-------2---~~~-~-------~-------~-------6-------7
Very little: the job ~ivcs
a person almost no pcrson:1l
··s:~)' .. ahout how and when
the work is done.

~.

Modcr:ue Dutonomr: many
thin~s :1rc st:md:ndiz.cd :md
not under the control olthe
person. but he or she c::an
n~ke some decisions zbout
the work.

Very much : the _iob pi,•es
the person :1lmo~t complete
responsibility ior deeidin~
ho\l· ~nd \\'hen the work is
done..

To "'•h:n extent docs the job in,·olve doint :~ ··whole ··tJud id~nt~fiablc picct of worJ.:7Th:ll i1. is the job :J complete piece o r
wor~ th:lt hns Dn obviow be~innint and c:nd? Or is it only 61 sm:1ll parl or the over:1ll piece of work. which is finished by
other people or by autom2tie m:1chinc:s'?

l-------2-------3-------~-------~-------6-------7
The job is only a tiny p:lTI of
the ove::1ll piece of worl~:
the results of the pe:-son 's
:~c1i,·itic:s c:.:mnot be seen in
the fir.~l product or service.

The job is a modcnue·sil.cd
the. o'·c::':lll piece
of work: the person ·s own
contribu1ion en be seen in .
the Iin:1l outcom~.

·· chun~ ... of

The .iob in,·oh·cs doin~ the
whole ;>ie:-c or work. (rom
Sl:lTt lO fmisi':: the rcsulLS of
the p:rson 's :c:ti\'i•ies ~re
c.:~.Sily seen in the fir..al
product or service .

.(. How much variety is there in the job: That is. to what extent does the job require 2 person 10 do m:1ny dific:rent thin~s a~
work. usint a variety o~ his o:- he:- skilis and taicnu'?

·

l-------2-------~-------~-------s-------6-------7

Very little: the job rcquir:s
the perlon to cio the: sa:ne
TOUtine thin;s eve~ :1nci over .

M ocierate variety.

________________
·~i:-..

Very mucl:: the ..iob requires
the person to do rr.:1ny diner·
cnt thin~:.. usin; a number or
dific:rcn~ .skilis and uien~

,

~. ln ~encr2.1. hov.· sirnij7cam or im.o onam is the job 7 Th't is. 're the rcsulu of the pe:son 's work likely 10 si;nifi=z:"ltiy afi ec:t
the livc.s o:- well·bein~ of othe: people::

l-------2-------~-------~-------5-- ~ ----6-------7
Not :11 all sil!nifH::m~: the
outcomes of the work ~re
nor likely to 2!k:t ~nyone
i:; any imporxzn• \Vi\)' .

H!;hiy s!;:1ifi:Z=:~: the
outco:nes of the work c:.:m
a.Jj c:t othe: peopk in veT')'
i:npor~n t

way:..

6. To wh:n extent do mancpcr:s or cc-n•orkcrs let the pc:son know h0\1.' well he o; she is coin; on the job?

l-------~-------~-------~-------~-------c------- 7
Very hale: pc:opk ~imost
nc:,-cr kt the pe:son knO\l'
how well h: c~ she is
coin~.

Mocie:-ztely: sometimes
people rn:ay ;ive the person
•Jcedb:lcl-; other timc.s
they may no~.

VeT)' muc..": : ma=::!~en o:co-worke~s provici: the
person with ;.~i mos t const~n t
..icedb:ld- :1bout hO\l' wciJ
he or she is cio!:"l;.

i. "To what extent docs D'oinp the job iueljpro,·ide the pe:son with inlo~:1tio:;1 about his o; her work periormance ? Th.:u is.
cio:s th: :lCtual ''"·ork iuclj provice chJes :1boul hO\t' well th: pe:-son is cioin~-:J.Sic: irorn :1ny .. ieedb~ck - co-wor~r:rs or
supervisors m:ay provide'!

l-------J-------~-------~-------s-------6-------7
Vc:ry link: th:.job iue!I is
set up so 2 person could
work lore"r::- withou t
findin; out how well he or
she is coin;.

Mocie:-:nr:ly: sometimes
coin; the job prO\•icies
··jeedb::lck .. 10 tne persor.:
.sometimes it does no~.

Ver;· ~ud·. : the job is se t up
so that 2 pe!lon ~cts aimos;
cons:~n : -iec:Cb:lck - ::.s ht
c:- she \l'Orks :1bou 1how well
he: or she is ooir.;.
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SECTlOi\ TWO
Listed below ::tre :t number of s:::ttcmcnts '•:hi:h could be used to describe

2

job.

You :tre to incli::ate whether e:tch st:ucmc:nt is :m DCCJirtliC or :m iuoccurntc dcscrirnion or the .iob you :.sre r.ain;.
Once

::t~:\in.

re~:trdlcss

rlc:ue try \0 be :lS , objective ns you en in
or your 0\\"n fcclin~.'C ::thout th:u job.

decidin~ hO\\'

:tccur:ucly e:tth st:Hemcnt dcs:ribcs the job-

\Vrite ::t number in the bl:tnk beside c:1c:h st:uemenL. b:l.sed on the lollowin,; s:::tlc:
How occura1c is the stozcmcm

2
Most I"
lr.:tcc:ur:a c

YtT'\'

ln:tttl!.:-:nc

l. The job requires

2

.J
Slil!htly
ln:1c:c:urate

person to use

2

i11

cicscribin; lhc job you Dre

s

-<

Un:cn:tin

Sl!~htly

Aec:urGte

rczin~?

6
Mostly
Ac:c:ur:ue

i
Very
Acc:ur;uc

number of complex or sophisticated skills.

- - - 2. 'The _lob requires a lol or c:oop:r-tive work with other peopl~.

___

~.

The .1ob is a:-rin~ec so tr.:t~ 2

pe~on

ciocs nor have the chance to cio an entire pj:ee of work irorn

be,;innin~

to enC..
___

~.

Just coin~ l.he worl: required by the job proviccs ~ny chances for 2. person to fi;ure ou: hov.· well he cr she
is com;.

------------ .

~-

....

- --··-··- .-·· ----··--·--·--------·-. -·-------------------

- - - 5. Th~ _lob is quhe simple znc rep:thiv~.
6. The _iob c:1.n be cion: acieq1:at:ly by: person '"'or kin; alonr -without u.lkin; or c:hcc:kir.; with oth:r pcopl:..

- - - i. 7"ne_su~rvis~~ znci co-workers on this job almost never;ive 2 pcrsor. .z.ny ..jet.Cb.:lck- .z.bout now well he or
sne

lS

com; tne work.

o. Tnis _iob is one where:. 2 lot of othe:- pcopie ::an b:. z.!1::1ed by how well l.h: wort f'Cts cion:..

9. The job cieni:s
work.

4l

---10. Sup:n·isors often

p::son z.ny c.h:mc:e to us~ his c:- h:=- p:rsc:-.al initi:tt.i\•: or ciis=r:Lion in c::1rryin;

Nil

the

lctth~ person know how w:ll they think he or she is perfo:min_; the job.

- - - l l . The job pro,·iocs : ~:rson with the chance to finish co:npletely any work he o~ she staru.

---12. Tnc job hs:.lf pro\'ici:s \'ery Jew clues about whcthe:- o:- not Lhe p:~on is perlormin; wcl~.
---!3. 'The job ;i\'e.s: person consic:r:~bi: opponcnity ior inckp:ndence and ireecom in how he cr she cc::-$ l.he
work.
---1~.

'The job its:.H is no! ''cry si~nifi::.::nt o:- i::-Jpo:.:ln~ ir. the broaccr scheme o! thin~.s..
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GENERAL lNF'ORMA TlON
l.Ho~

many persons do you

supe~se:

2. \Vh:u is your O\J:n job title~------------------~- \\'h:ll is

your :1~e~ (Check one)

___ under 20

-~0-49

_ _..,;)50.59

_ _30-39

.(. How

lon~

-60orc,·cr

h:t,·e you been in your present position'! (Check one)

--O.~yr.

--•~Syn.

---~l

_5-lOyn.

yr.

_ ] 0 or more yn.

Caucasian

(
(

)
)
)

E.ispa:l.ic

(

)

O:.he=

.C

:Black

APPENDIX D

JOB DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY NORMATIVE DATA
FOR SEVERAL JOB FAMILIES

PROFESSIONAL
OR
TECHNICAL
VARIABLE

MEAN

S.D.

CLERICAL
MEAN

S.D.

SERVICE
MEAN

S.D.

MACHINE
TRADES
MEAN

S.D.

SKILL VARIETY

5.4

1.0

4.0

1.3

5.0

1.4

5.1

1.2

TASK IDENTITY

5.1

1.2

4.7

1.2

4.7

1.2

4.9

1.3

TASK
SIGNIFICANCE

5.6

.9

5.3

1.1

5.7

1.0

5.6

1.2

AUTONOMY

5.4

1.0

4.5

1.2

5.0

1.2

4.9

1.3

FEEDBACK
FROM JOB

5.1

1.1

4.6

1.3

5.1

1.2

4.9

1.2

.

'•

FEEDBACK
FROM AGENTS

4.2

1.4

4.0

1.4

3.8

1.6

3.8

1.4

DEALING WITH
OTHERS

5.8

.9

5.2

1.1

6.0

1.0

5.3

1.0

154.0

55.0

106.0

59.0

152.0

70.0

136.0

64.0

MPS

NOTE:

MPS

=

Motivating Potential Score
00

0'\
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